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Guest experience 

and hygienic establishment. First impressions count so make the change and mechanise your floor cleaning, 
it will transform the appearance of your floors. Your guests will really notice the difference which will keep 
them coming back.

Operational efficiency 

Increase operational efficiency and spend less time cleaning. Allow more time for what really matters, 
looking after your guests and guaranteeing their return. Vacuuming large areas like hallways, meeting rooms 
or convention centers can be very time consuming. With a ride-on vacuum sweeper you can save  hours in 
vacuuming allowing staff to focus on your core business.  TASKI AERO 3500 can deliver up to 70% more 
productivity over traditional vacuums.

Asset protection 

First impressions count so Protect your assets. The AERO 3500µicro will keep your floors looking cleaner for 
longer and help prevent premature replacement.

People & Safety 

Protect your team and guests with improved hygiene and air quality - upgrade to a HEPA H13 filter in one 
simple low-cost step and improve your IAQ. Good filtration = good IAQ. Better filtration = better IAQ and no 
cable to worry about means you can clean whenever you want. The TASKI Whisper technology  reduces 
sound by nearly 40% compared to industry standard allowing using the machine without disturbing your 
guest.

Versatile in use

The AERO 3500 delivers great performance on open areas, but is also a great option for congested areas 
It comes with manual accessories included giving you the possibility to switch from floor tool to hand nozzle, 
allowing for fast   pick up of debris in confined areas.

Transform your cleaning for improved productivity & 
cleaning excellence.
Spend less time cleaning and more time on your core business. Large areas take a lot of time to clean, especially 
when done manually. This requires a lot of effort from your staff who support your business so significantly.
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TASKI is one of four core areas of the Diversey business.

TASKI The ULTIMATE Cleaning Machines
For more information, visit www.taski.com or follow us on social media. 

Enhance your guests experience and promote your brands hygiene standards. You work hard
to create a memorable experience for your guests and you know how much they value a clean






